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ACTIVITY 1: BULLSEYE TOSS

Materials: Chalk & Bean Bag

Thank you to www.befitforlife.ca for the instructions!



ACTIVITY 2: ULTIMATE BUBBLES

Dissolve the cornstarch in the water stirring well

Stir in the rest of the ingredients but be careful not to create a lot of froth

Let it sit for at least an hour (I'm sorry!) and make sure to stir occasionally to help

mix in corn starch

How to Make Homemade Giant Bubble Solution:

1.

2.

3.

FYI: The first several bubbles  may pop immediately.  But, the more you play with the

bubble formula, the silkier it became. And if there is cornstarch floating in it that's okay.

6 cups water 

1/2 cup blue Dawn dish detergent 

1/2 cup corn starch 

1 tbsp baking powder 

1 tbsp Glycerine

Materials:

Take 2 straws and thread a 6-8 foot piece of yarn through them. Tie in a knot! Done!

How to Make Homemade Giant Bubble Wand:

1.

Thank you to www.happyhooligans.ca

for the instructions!

Tip: If you can do this on an overcast

day and no wind day that will work

best! 



ACTIVITY 3: BODY BENDING BEANBAG
CHALLENGE



ACTIVITY 4: WIND-UP SPINNER

Color your paper plate on both

sides

Use the end of your scissors to

poke 2 holes about 3 cm apart

from one another in the center

of the plate

Put the end of the string

through one hole and then the

other. Then tie the end of the

string together to make one

big loop. 

How to Make Wind-Up Spinner

1.

2.

3.

Tip: If you have shorter arms you

may want to cut the string a bit so

that it doesn't take you so long to

wind-up. (i.e., a smaller loop)

4. Take a piece of string in each

hand with the circle in the middle

and go in circles to get the rope

twisted.

5. Now you pull…relax…pull…relax. IF

you do it right, the spinners make

a humming noise!

Small Paper Plate

Markers (optional)

String

Scissors

Materials:

Thank you to www.makeandtakes.com for the instructions!

This website also includes a video to show you how it works! 



ACTIVITY 5: INDOOR SCAVENGER HUNT 2.0 



ACTIVITY 5: INDOOR SCAVENGER HUNT 2.0 



ACTIVITY 6: SCRATCH ART

Start with your small square back piece of paper to see what it feels like

to scratch off the black. Try writing your name, making patterns or

drawing your favourite thing! 

Once you get the hang of it move to the scratch art mask. Here you can

again create your own design!  Make squiggels & stars, do polka dots!

Whatever you'd like! 

Now put that mask on and show it off! Or give it to someone you think

would enjoy it! 

How to Make Scratch Art

1.

2.

3.

.

Scratch art small paper

Scratch art mask

Scratch art stick

Materials:



ACTIVITY 7: CATCH & DO

Write instructions with a marker on each color of the beach ball.

Examples:

Spin around in a circle

Reach the ball up to the sky as high as you can

Make a funny face

Sit down on the floor and get back up

Hop on your left foot 3 times

Do the twist with your whole body! 

How to play Catch & Do

1.

a.

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

2. Once you have an instruction for each square then throw the ball up

into the air and whatever panel your LEFT THUMB lands on you have to

do! 

3. Do for a total of at least 15 throws! Or if you have other people around

you can throw it to them and take turn doing the action OR everyone

does the action of what each persons thumb lands on!

.

Beach Ball

Marker

Materials:



ACTIVITY 7: CATCH & DO

Write instructions with a marker on each color of the beach ball.

Examples:

Do 5 squats

Do 10 high knees

Strike a pose

Sit down on the floor and get back up 3 times

Hop on your left foot 3 times & then right foot 3 times

 Touch your toes and hold that stretch for 15 seconds! 

How to play Catch & Do

1.

a.

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

2. Once you have an instruction for each square then throw the ball up

into the air and whatever panel your LEFT THUMB lands on you have to

do! 

3. Do for a total of at least 15 throws! Or if you have other people around

you can throw it to them and take turn doing the action OR everyone

does the action of what each persons thumb lands on!

.

Beach Ball

Marker

Materials:



ACTIVITY 8: POPSICLE CATAPOLT

Make a stack of 7 popsicle sticks and

use rubber bands to tie them together

on both ends.

How to make a popsicle catapolt

1.

2. Make a stack of 2 popsicle sticks

and use a rubber band to tie them

together on one end only.

3. Pull the 2 popsicle sticks apart and

wedge the stack of 7 popsicle sticks

between them.

4. Use two rubber bands, secure the

plastic soon to the upper popsicle

stick.

5. Hold the catapult with one hand, use

the other hand to push down the

spoon.

6. Release the spoon and watch the

ball fly!

.

9 Popsicle sticks

5 Rubber bands

Plastic Spoon

Pom poms

Materials:

Thank you to www.mombrite.com for the

instructions!



ACTIVITY 9: ABC TARGET

With letters A to Z on your post it notes. Write 1 letter per post it note. 

How to play ABC Target

1.

2. Once you are doing writing, stick your post it notes to the wall or the floor. 

3. First challenge is to take the beach ball and spell out the letters of your

name! See how many times it takes for you to hit the letters. (e.g., It took my

7 throws to spell the name Tara as I missed the "T" once and the "r" twice!)

4. Now see if you can hit all of the letters of the alphabet in order! How far do

you get along the list until you miss! (e.g., I got to letter "i" and then I missed

so I went back to the start)

5. Extra challenge: Can you do the alphabet backwards!? Can you spell the

names of all the people who live in your house? 

Check out the video on youtube called "Wall Spelling" by 

MHC Be Fit For Life 

.

26 Post It Notes

Marker

Beach Ball

Materials:



ACTIVITY 10: CHALK YOUR WALK

How to chalk your walk:

1. Head outside and find your nearest sidewalk. For some of us that use

wheelchairs I've also written on the side of brick/cement buildings or

wooden fences before too (it washes off!) 

2. Think of what makes you happy & draw it! Or, if you have a kind message

to share with the world, write it! Help to make someone smile today when

they come across your chalk art!

.

Chalk

Happy Thoughts!

Materials:



ACTIVITY 11: NATURE SCAVENGER HUNT
2.0



ACTIVITY 12: STATUES

One person will need to control the music to start and stop it. 

Spread out the Statues pieces of paper around the room FACE DOWN

Start the music and the first round you will move around the room

however you like (e.g., walking, your own dance moves, etc)

When the music stops you have to freeze in the exact position you were

in like a STATUE! That means if your arms were up in the air they have to

stay up in the air or if you were down low you have to stay down low for

10 SECONDS!

Once the 10 seconds is up you then turn over the piece of paper that is

closest to you, read it, then turn it back over. This will tell you how you

have to move when the music turns back on. 

Keep going until you have finished at least 2 full songs! 

How to play Statues

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

.

Music Player that can be paused (phone/cd player)

Paper Instructions (at back of booklet)

Scissors

Your favourite music to dance to! Some suggestions you could youtube

include:

Happy by Pharrell Williams

Hey Baby by DJ Otzi

Everything is Awesome by the Lego Movie

Let's Twist Again by Chubby Checker

I Like to Move it by Will.I.Am

Materials:



ACTIVITY 14: SLIME!

Get a bowl to mix slime in & some people like to use a spoon to mix

Start by emptying your entire bottle of glue in the bowl

Then add 2 TBSP of water to glue and stir with spoon

 Stir in 3-5 drops of food coloring (along with glitter or anything else

you'd like to add in that won't spoil)

Stir in 1/2 teaspoon of baking soda

Gradually add in 2 TBSP of contact solution (DON'T add in all at once as

you want to find the consistency you like!)

Instructions on how to make slime:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

SLIME TIP: We always recommend kneading your slime well after mixing.

Kneading the slime really helps to improve its consistency. The trick with this

slime is to put a few drops of the saline solution onto your hands 

before picking up the slime.

You can knead the slime in the bowl before you pick it up as well. This slime

is stretchy but can be stickier. However, keep in mind that although adding

more activator (saline solution) reduces the stickiness, and it will eventually

create a stiffer slime.

.

5 oz of clear glue

2 TBSP of water

3-5 drops of food coloring

Glitter (optional)

1/2 teaspoon of baking soda

2 TBSP of contact solution

Materials:



ACTIVITY 15: BODY SPELLING

This is a good active break for when you have been sitting most of the

day or just need to get the wiggles out!

Step 1: Pick a body part you want to spell with (if you don't know your

letters yet you can also do shapes or numbers instead!)

Step 2: Pretend like that body part is a pen or pencil 

Example: I am going to hold my whole arm out in front of me and

pretend that my hand is the lead of a pencil. In the sky in front of me

I am going to spell my name as big as I can: T-A-R-A

Change up the body part you are using and spell something else! Our

FAVOURITE one where this activity originally came from was our BUM,

yep, that's right...it is originally called Bum Spelling! So that means you've

got to pretend like you are spelling your name with your bum. Stand up

and give it a go! 

We CHALLENGE you to think of 5 different body parts to use! 

Instructions on how to body spell:

Don't believe us? Head to Youtube and search the video

"Bum Spelling" by the MHC Be Fit For Life

.



ACTIVITY 16: NATURE MOBILE

If you'd like to decorate your stick you can do this first with paint or

wrapping yarn tightly around the stick

Cut your string into 5 pieces (4 of them can be around the same length)

and then the 5th string should be a little bit longer as this is the string you

are going to use to hang your nature mobile

Tie a knot at the end of each of the 4 stings then put a bead on. Then tie

another knot. Go up the string a little further and tie another knot then

put another bead on followed by a knot. Keep doing this until you have

about 2 inches left on the untied end of your string.

Take the untied end and wrap it over the stick and then tie a knot to

secure it to the stick. 

Do step #3 & #4 for the other 3 strings that you are putting beads on. 

Finally tie your long string from one end of the stick to the other so that

you have almost like a purse strap to hold your stick by. 

Now find a spot to hang your nature mobile!!

Instructions on how to make a nature mobile: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

.

Stick

String

Scissors

Beats

Paint or yarn to decorate stick (optional)

Materials:



ACTIVITY 17: HOT & COLD

You will need at least 2 people to play. One person will be the hider & the

other will be the seeker.

The hider will hide an object (e.g., stuffed animal, coin, keys, etc). The

seeker knows what the object is but will close their eyes for 60 seconds

while giving the hider time to hide the object in the house.

The hider will come back and the seeker will then start to move around

the house and try to get closer to the object. 

The closer the seeker gets to the object the "warmer" the hider will tell

them they are. When they are with in a couple of feet of the object the

hider will tell them they are "hot" which gives a good clue to find the

object.

If the hider moves in the opposite direction of the object the seeker will

tell they are warm or getting colder. This helps the seeker to stop moving

in that direction. 

Extra Challenge: Rather than using verbal commands, try using sign

language instead! The seeker will look at the hider to see which sign they

are giving them to know if they are "cold", "warm", or "hot"

How to play Hot & Cold:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

. Make the sign for "hot"by forming a "claw" or a loose "c" with

your dominant hand. Place your  thumb and fingers at the

sides of your mouth. Quickly turn your hand forward and

down as if removing something hot from your mouth.

Make the sign for "cold" by forming both hands into the letter "s." 

Hold both hands in front of you and shake them as if shivering from

the cold.

Make the sign for "warm" by pretending to put food into your mouth. 

Then move your hand away from your mouth into an open upward

facing palm.



ACTIVITY 18: CRAWLING CATERPILLAR

Cut the paper about 1.25 inches wide and 6-8

inches long.

Fold the strip in half to create a crease in the

middle.

Fold the paper toward the middle crease.

Repeat the same fold on the other side.

Fold the strip again from outside to the middle

crease.

Repeat the same fold on the other side.

Fold the two halves together.

Using a scissor, trim all 4 edges round.

Unfold the strip.

Use a pen or marker to draw eyes and mouth on

the caterpillar head.

Turn your caterpillar around and count 3 sections

up from the tail.

Mark the 3rd segment with a heart (or whatever

shape you want).

Gently blow at the heart with a drinking straw to

make the caterpillar crawl!

Instructions on how to make a crawling caterpillar: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Paper

Scissors

Straw

Marker

Materials:



ACTIVITY 19: MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

Instructions on how to play Mission Impossible: 

Your mission if you accept it is to try to make an obstacle course using chalk that you

need to get through as fast as possible! Don't make it easy for yourself! 

What different obstacles can you put along your mission? Examples could be:

-Start by hopping on your right foot 3 times

-Follow a really curvy line down your sidewalk

-Once you get to the start you must do 5 star jumps (jumping jacks)

-After your star jumps you then have to jump over 5 lines in a row

-Once you get to the circle you must spin in a circle 10 times

-Finally you must attempt to walk along the straight line without falling off to get to the

rainbow at the end of the course!

.

Chalk

Your Imagination!

Materials:



ACTIVITY 20: CREATIVE COASTERS

Cut out different shapes (circles, squares, hearts, triangles, etc) out of your tissue

paper. 

 Take one of your wood disks and spread a layer of modge podge using your

foam brush on the wood.

Stick your shapes to the modge podge that you just put on the wood. Because it is

tissue paper you should be able to see through the shapes a little bit so feel free

to overlap! 

Once you have all your shapes laid down allow them to dry to the layer of modge

podge. 

Once dry, come back with another layer of modge podge that you put over top of

the shapes you laid down as a protective layer. 

If you'd like you can down another layer of shapes on your first layer

depending on how you want your coaster to look! 

Instructions on how to make creative coasters: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a.

.

Wood Disks

Modge Podge

Foam brush

Scissors

Tissue Paper

Materials:



ACTIVITY 21: GRATITUDE SCAVENGER
HUNT

Thank you to www.playeducation.ca for this activity idea



ACTIVITY 22: PAPER HELICOPTER

Instructions on how to make a paper helicopter: 

 Find the template for the helicopters at the back of the duotang. 

1. Cut your paper and draw guide.

2. Fold section D along long dotted line

3. Fold Section C along long dotted line

4. Fold Section A along dotted line towards you

5. Fold Section B along dotted line away from you

6. Fold bottom edge of section C/D towards you

7. ape folded end of C/D (optional)

8. Add a paper clip to the taped end

.

Piece of Paper

Scissors

paper clips

Tape (optional)

Materials:

Thank you to babbledabbledo.com for the instructions!



ACTIVITY 23: PARACHUTE PERSON

Take 1 pipecleaner. Twist a loop the middle for his head, bend back both ends for the

arms, twist those ends together for the torso, then what's left is legs. Feel free to bend

Instructions on how to make a parachute person:

1.

       up the very end for feet.

.

Coffee Filter

2 Pipecleaners

Markers (optional)

Materials:

Thank you to stlmotherhood.com for the instructions!

2. Take a second pipe cleaner and poke one end through the edge of a coffee filter.

Fold over once to secure. Take the free end and run through the "hands" of the stick

figure (their arms are loops). Connect the free end to the coffee filter and bend up. If

you want you can decorate the coffee filter with markers!



ACTIVITY 24: LAVA LAMP

 Put 3-5 dropplets of food colouring in 1/2 cup of water

Fill a glass about 3/4 cup of vegetable oil

Then pour in the colored water on top of the oil

Break the Alka Seltzer tab up into 2-4 pieces

Then drop one piece at a time. Watch what happens!

Instructions on how to make a Lava Lamp: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.

Vegetable Oil

Water

Food Coloring

Alka Seltzer tab

Clear Glass

Materials:

Thank you to funlearningforkids.com for the instructions! 



ACTIVITY 25: FLAIR PINS

 Take a blank sheet of papr and trace a circle that is as big as the Button

Color in that circle with whatever you'd like! You can put your name, a saying

like "Smile" or "Be Kind", draw a heart, a robot, whatever! 

Once you are done your drawing cut out your circle.

Take your button and put a layer of modge podge on it with the foam brush.

Then stick your circle onto the button. 

Then put another layer of modge podge on top of your drawing to seal it.

Don't worry, it will start off white, but it will dry clear!

Now wear your button, put it on your backpack or give it to someone!

Instructions on how to make a Flair Pin:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

.

2 Buttons

Modge Podge

Foam Brush

Paper

Markers

Scissors

Materials:

Thank you to funlearningforkids.com for the instructions! 


